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Intro: E - - - | (blues-y riff, 4 measures)

E
If you're a child of God, lift your hands up high!
Rattle your bones and give a high five!
A B7
Shout the good news (HEY! HEY!) We ain’t singin’ the blues (NO WAY!)

E
‘Cause we’re no skeletons! No, we’re no skeletons!
A B7
We’re gonna dance like God has made us, we’re gonna live like God has raised us
A B E
We’re gonna sing and shout ‘cause we’re no skeletons [repeat from beginning]

A B A B
God gave us eyes to see, ears to hear, hands to serve, voices to sing
A B A B
we’ve got eyes to see, ears to hear, hands to serve, voices to sing

(shout, no chords): ‘Cause We’re! No! Skeletons! (x4)
A B7
We’re gonna dance like God has made us, we’re gonna live like God has raised us
A B A
We’re gonna sing and shout ‘cause we’re no skeletons
We’re gonna laugh out loud ‘cause we’re no skeletons!
A B E (riff to end)
We’re gonna praise our God ‘cause we’re no skeletons!